Abstract. We define an abstract model of belief propagation on a graph based on the methodology of the revision theory of truth together with the Assertion Network Toolkit, a graphical interface designed to test our semantics.
Introduction
Formulas as labelled graphs.
Formulas of ordinary propositional logic can be seen as trees, with the propositional variables as terminal nodes. For example,
In order to compute the truth value of a molecular formula of propositional logic, we take an assignment of truth values for the propositional variables (the terminal nodes of the tree) and let the truth value develop backwards along the edges of the tree by the usual rules of propositional logic.
1 In that sense, we can visualize truth as flowing from the leaves to the root of the tree.
Cyclic graphs.
In a logic that allows self-reference, we are not dealing with trees anymore, but with arbitrary, possibly cyclic graphs. The simple flow of truth values from the leaves to the roots may now become a complicated and potentially never-ending pattern. Consider the Liar sentence which corresponds to the graph • − While this creates serious problems for sets of sentences with self-reference, the revision theory of truth developed by Herzberger, Gupta, and Belnap [He82a, GuBe93] and the Gaifman Pointer Semantics [Ga88, Ga92] have extended the idea of a set of sentences as a graph to the case involving circularity. These theories consider infinite, possibly (if the graph is infinite) transfinite sequences of revision along the edges of the graph, and then singles out those patterns that are stable as the semantics of the set of sentences. The two characteristic components of revision theory are backward propagation of truth along the edges ("revision") and identification of the stable values. This was discussed in the survey talk Revision Forever! at ICCS 2006 [Lö06] .
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Even though the revision theory of truth has a wide range of applications (cf. [Lö06, § 6]), its basic concepts are determined by the fact that it is a theory of truth: the nodes in the graph represent statements and we want to investigate the circular nature of truth in situations with self-reference. A typical example for this would be the Nested Liars:
A: "Everything that B says is false!" B: "Everything that A says is false!"
A simple analysis tells us that exactly one of A and B speaks the truth. Without additional information, we cannot determine which one is the liar, but we can rule out certain truth-value patterns. While the nested liars are not paradoxical in the strict sense, as they admit consistent valuations, they still pose a problem: the nested liars are completely symmetric, but none of the consistent valuations is. If you think of the nested liars as an abstract, disembodied system of sentences, then they should have a symmetric valuation, but they don't! But in real life, we are not dealing with abstract, disembodied systems of sentences. Behind the letters A and B, there are agents in a communication situation, and depending on who they are and how much we trust their judgement, the situation might turn out not to be symmetric after all. Even on Smullyan's logic island, if one of them is a Knight and the other one is a Knave, we might have independent information that leads us to believe which one is the Knight.
Thinking of nodes in the graph as agents rather than sentences leads from an analysis of truth to an analysis of a belief network. Consider the following example: Suppose a reasoning agent is sitting in an office without windows. Next to him is his colleague, also located in the office without windows; the agent is simultaneously talking on the phone to his friend who is sitting in a street café.
Friend: Everything your colleague says is false; the sun is shining! Colleague: Everything your friend says is false; it is raining! This situation can be described by the following graph, interpreting an arrow labelled + as "everything uttered is true", an arrow labelled − as "everything uttered is false", and S as "the sun is shining":
As in the Nested Liars, there are two consistent truth value assignments, but the context makes sure that one of them is intuitively preferred, as the agent's friend has first hand experience of the weather in the street café. Based on this preference, we experience beliefs flowing from the leaves through the graph: the contextually based stronger belief in the positive arrow F → S leads us to disbelieve the negative arrows C → S (since it is in conflict with F → S) and C → F (since we believe one of the statements that F makes, the utterance "Everything your friend says is false" must be disbelieved), and then in the next step to believe the arrow F → C.
This example shows that even in the context of belief and agents, the underlying idea of pointer semantics with its backward propagation of truth values is still fruitful.
However, as soon as we interpret the values assigned to nodes and arrows as belief values rather than truth values, a new phenomenon occurs that was not present in the case of the theory of truth: forward propagation of belief along the edges: If a trusted source A states "ϕ is false", but the reasoning agent believes in ϕ, then his belief in ϕ should influence his trust in A, but also the agent's trust in A should influence his belief in ϕ.
Aim of the paper. Related work.
Our aim in this paper is to provide a formal model that handles both backward and forward influence of values in the graph while keeping the spirit of revision semantics. Based on this model, we define a belief semantics via stability and check that this captures our intuitions of belief dynamics.
Of course, our model is neither the first attempt to provide a formal background for reasoning about beliefs in a multi-agent setting nor the first one to consider the evolution of numbers on a graph network.
There are many approaches to reasoning about beliefs (and knowledge) with many agents. As an example, consider dynamic epistemic logic [Ge99] or announcement logics [Pl89] . This theory uses graphs in the spirit of modal logic in order to represent states of the world. The dynamics results in changing of the graph (as new belief states are created by actions or deleted by generated knowledge). This is very different from our approach. Another example, closer to traditional belief revision, is the work of Dragoni and Giorgini on multi-source belief revision [DrGi01] which shares some features with our set-up.
Also the idea of attaching numbers representing beliefs to nodes of a graph is not at all new: there is a large body of literature on Bayesian Belief Nets (see, e.g., [Pe88, Wi05] ) with a lot of interesting technical results. The set-up (assigning probabilities to the nodes and using the Bayesian rule for propagation) is close to our approach (see also § 5), but seems to be lacking the notion of stability that is crucial to our own semantics. We do find the notion of stability in the research area of graph automata (the graph version of cellular automata as described in [ToKuMu02] ).
A very intriguing connection can be found to the area called social network analysis which ranges from empirical social science to computer science [WeBe88, BrEr05] .
What is novel about our approach is the combination of number propagation (as known in neural networks or cellular automata) and the semantics derived from stability (as used in the revision theory of truth).
Outline of the paper.
In § 2, we provide the abstract formal background called assertion network semantics that will then have to be instantiated by concrete functions and operations. The aim is then to find concrete functions that make assertion network semantics recover our natural intuitions. This is necessarily an empirical study, and we shall see an extensive example in § 3. Since there are so many potential concretizations of our assertion network semantics, we decided to support our work with a software tool called Assertion Network Toolkit which is described in § 4. In our conclusion in § 5, we list the further projects coming out of the work described in this paper.
The most abstract model
In our paper, a (directed) labelled graph G is a triple G = V, E, , where V is a set of nodes, E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges, and : E → {+, −} is a labelling function. We write In(v) := {e ∈ E ; ∃w(e = w, v )}, and Out(v) := {e ∈ E ; ∃w(e = v, w )}, and let indeg(v) := |In(v)| and outdeg(v) := |Out(v)| denote the indegree and outdegree of v, respectively. We denote the set of terminal nodes by T := {v ∈ V ; outdeg(v) = 0}.
In our graphs, the terminal nodes stand for facts (like "the sun is shining"). The non-terminal nodes correspond to agents making statements, either about a fact or about an agent. Labelled edges are these statements, where an edge labelled + corresponds to a positive statement ("is true" or "Everything he or she says is true") and an edge labelled − corresponds to a negative statement ("is false" or "Everything he or she says is false"). This intended semantics is captured in the following definition: a function I : V → {0, 1} is called an interpretation (on a labelled graph). Let * : {+, −} × {0, 1} → {0, 1} be defined by + * 0 = − * 1 = 0 and + * 1 = − * 0 = 1. We say that an interpretation respects a labelled graph G if for all nonterminal vertices v, we have I(v) = w∈Out(v) (v, w) * I(w). Obviously, every function I : T → {0, 1} has at most one extension to an interpretation that respects G.
Our labelled graphs are similar and yet different from Bolander's dependency graphs and the corresponding pointer semantics [Bo03, Chapter 5]: nonequivalent sets of clauses can have the same dependency graph whereas the labels of the edges make the semantics of the labelled graph unequivocal. The following theorem connects labelled graphs with the above semantics to pointer semantics. Proof. Fix a set of clauses Σ = {i:E i ; 0 ≤ i ≤ n} and write all expressions E i in disjunctive normal form, i.e., E i = k j ijk where ijk is either a propositional variable or a negation of a propositional variable. To start, let us notice that our intended semantics for the labelled graphs only deals with conjunction, not disjunction ("everything he says is true", "everything he says is false"). Therefore, we have to define disjunction via de Morgan's laws, where ϕ ∨ ψ is represented by
We construct a labelled graph to express Σ. We start with the set of vertices: for each i, we take a vertex v i representing p i , then for each conjunctive clause j ijk occurring in one of the expressions, we take a vertex w ik . In order to deal with the disjunctions, we add vertices In order to illustrate the procedure, let us give an example: Consider the set of clauses {0:(¬p0 ∧ p1) ∨ (¬p1 ∧ p2), 1:¬p2 ∨ (p0 ∧ p1), 2:¬p2}. By the rules given above, this transforms into the following labelled graph:
we fix an evaluation function Ψ x : Λ nx → Λ which we can now use to define a revision sequence in the spirit of revision theory:
Fix an initial hypothesis H. We define the sequence H i ; i ∈ ω at some x ∈ E ∪ V by simultaneous recursion as follows:
Inspired by the stability concept of revision theory, we can now define a partial stability semantics for our labelled graph. Suppose you have an initial hypothesis H, some x ∈ E ∪ V and some λ ∈ Λ such that lim i→∞ H i (x) = λ, then we say that the value of x is stably λ in situation H. We call this the assertion network semantics A H defined by A H (x) := λ if the value of x is stably λ in situation H, and undefined if H i (x) ; i ∈ ω diverges.
Theorem 2. The stable truth predicate of revision semantics is a special case of assertion network semantics, i.e., for every set of clauses Σ there is a labelled graph G and there are evaluation functions such that A H coincides with the (partial) stable truth predicate on Σ.
Proof. We shall give evaluation functions Ψ x such that the assertion network semantics recover the (partial) stable truth predicate defined by S H (p i ) :=    true if p i is stably true in the sequence starting with H, false if p i is stably false in the sequence starting with H, and undefined otherwise.
Here, we are using Theorem 1 by dealing with revision semantics in labelled graphs instead of dependency graphs.
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As values, we choose Λ := {true, false} with the discrete metric. In the classical revision semantics, edges don't play a rôle, so we shall now identify the values of an edge e = v, w and w.
For a given hypothesis H, we define the following variant H * on the edges of the labelled graph that incorporates the values of the labels: H * (e) := H(e) if (e) = + and H * (e) := ¬H(e) if (e) = −. Now, for each e = v, w ∈ E, we let Ψ e (H(M e )) := true if for all e * ∈ Out(w), we have H * (e * ) = true, and false otherwise.
Clearly, with the functions Ψ e , the assertion network semantics gives back the stable semantics as given above.
q.e.d. 
Concretization
The goal of this enterprise was to develop a semantics to deal with beliefs in assertion situations with reference according to our intuitions. Now, the abstract assertion network semantics depends on the proper choice of the evaluation functions Ψ x , and without fixing these functions, it is not concrete enough to allow checking the resulting semantics against our intuitions. The search for a concretization of the abstract model that conforms to our intuitions is an empirical question, and we shall return to this in § 4.
For the time being, let us now concentrate on one rather natural example. We choose Λ := [−1, 1] where we interpret 1 as "the agent firmly believes", −1 as "the agent firmly disbelieves", and 0 as "the agent has no evidence either way". We'll focus on the belief change in the edges (representing the statements) and the terminal nodes, and consider the nonterminal nodes as auxiliary. In the following, since we want to keep our values between −1 and 1, we shall be using the function R(r) := min({max({−1, r}), 1}), and if e is an edge, we let s e := 1 if (e) = +, and −1 if (e) = −.
1. If x ∈ V \T , and {e 0 , ..., e nx } = Out(x), then we let
2. For a terminal node t, the value of Ψ t depends on the value of t and the values of the incoming edges. Let {e 0 , ..., e nt } = In(t), then
where λ is the value of t and λ i is the value of e i . 3. Finally, for an edge e = v, w , we let the value depend on the value λ of e, the value λ of w and the values λ 0 , ..., λ ne of In(v).
Note that this choice of evaluation functions is not unique, but rather natural, including all of the relevant information in the computation of Ψ x without discrimination, except that the original value of a node gets more influence than the incoming information.
To see this choice of evaluation functions at work, let us consider the following communication situation:
Professors Jones, Miller and Smith are colleagues in a computer science department. Jones and Miller dislike each other without reservation and are very liberal in telling everyone else that "everything that the other one says is false". Smith just returned from a trip abroad and needs to find out about two committee meetings on Monday morning. He sends out e-mails to his colleagues and to the department secretary. He asks all three of them about the meeting of the faculty, and Jones and the secretary about the meeting of the library committee (of which Miller is not a member).
Jones replies: "We have the faculty meeting at 10am and the library committee meeting at 11am; by the way, don't believe anything that Miller says, as he is always wrong."
Miller replies: "The faculty meeting was cancelled; by the way don't believe anything that Jones says, as he is always wrong."
The secretary replies: "The faculty meeting is at 10 am and the library committee meeting is at 11 am. But I am sure that Professor Miller told you already as he is always such an accurate person and quick in answering e-mails: everything Miller says is correct."
This situation is described by the following diagram:
Given the described situation, we assign an initial hypothesis to this graph as follows: the agent has no evidence for any of the statements except that he believes that the secretary (being well-informed about administrative matters) is correct about the two meetings, so we assign the value 0 to everything except for the edges S → L and S → F where we assign +0.5. When we run the revision, all values converge (up to two decimal digits precision) after at most 16 steps of revision, giving the following stability pattern: This corresponds perfectly to our intuitions: if we give belief primacy to the two factual announcements of the secretary, then Jones is speaking the truth twice and Miller is uttering a falsehood. To get an even better feeling of how the system behaves, we shall now gradually change the initial hypothesis by increasing all values that are in favour of Miller (i.e., the values of M → F, M → J, and S → M. Let us define the hypothesis H λ by
The special case H 0 is the case discussed above. We shall now slowly increase λ and observe the stability behaviour of the system. For λ = +0.1, all limits stay the same, even though the rate of convergence is a bit slower in some cases. But for λ = +0.2, we can observe the first change, as the value of F now converges to −1.0 (instead of +1.0). When λ is +0.5, the values of both F and L converge to −1.0.
Independent Evidence
Our assertion networks allow us to formalize (abstract) independent evidence. For any given labelled graph V, E, with initial hypothesis H, we define independent evidence for v ∈ V of strength n to be represented by a labelled graph V * , E * , * with V * = V ∪ {x 0 , ..., x n−1 }, E * := E ∪ { x i , v ; i < n}, and * extending with * ( x i , v ) = +, and an initial hypothesis
In the following diagram, independent evidence of strength 1 has been added to Jones (J):
Adding independent evidence has the expected effect. For instance, if we add independent evidence of strength 1 to J as in the above picture, then the effect of increasing λ in the initial hypothesis H λ is weakened. In order to get a stable value −1.0 for F, you have to go to H +0.3 (instead of H +0.2 without independent evidence), and in order to get stable values −1.0 for both terminal nodes, you have to move to H +0.6 (instead of H +0.5 in the case without independent evidence).
The Assertion Network Toolkit
As mentioned in § 3, the search for the right functions Ψ x in order to capture our intuitions is a largely empirical endeavour. In order to test candidate functions, 6 The proper modelling of independent evidence requires forward propagation of belief as the following example shows:
Consider the graph A + G G B with H(B) = −1. If we use a revision theoretic model that only allows backward propagation (e.g., the one given in the proof of Theorem 2), then the outcome would be disbelief in A, A → B and B. In a semantics with only backward propagation (i.e., Hi+1(B) depends only on Hi(B), we could not determine the difference between this scenario and all of the following scenarios: we have to go through a large number of examples, in particular more complicated examples that require a sufficiently large number of steps to converge. The example discussed in § 3 has five vertices and eight edges. Already in this case, doing all computations by hand is cumbersome, for larger examples, it is virtually impossible.
As a consequence, we decided to implement a piece of graphical interface software that allows us to play around with the functions and values. This will be used in the future to investigate the advantages and weaknesses of assertion network semantics.
The Assertion Network Toolkit is written solely in C/C++ and built on the Boost Graphing Library (BGL), GTK, GTKmm, and the Cairo graphics library. Boost property maps contain all the data of a graph object while the Stepping through a function locks the map and updates the view according to the new values. These properties and functions are currently predefined, but due to the flexibility of BGL and the independence of the graph from the views, the next version of the Assertion Network Toolkit will allow users to create graphs with custom properties and define the behavior of a function. The software is platform independent and will remain so as it is developed more.
In the Assertion Network Toolkit, the set-up of a labelled graph is userfriendly and simple. It allows to set the evaluation functions and the initial hypothesis, and then runs the revision according to the functions. In the following example, we look at the graph discussed as an example above with the initial hypothesis H +0.3 .
In the first picture of Figure 1 , we can see the finished graph with the initial values according to H +0.3 . The edges S → L and S → F are marked blue (darker shade of grey in black-and-white print) as they have a positive value higher than a threshold value set by the user.
We start the revision procedure by clicking the "step" button. Immediately, the two edges marked blue fall below the threshold value and lose their blue marking. After four steps (the next picture), we can now see that the edge M → J and the node L are above the threshold of +0.5 and are therefore marked in blue. Similarly, the edge J → M is below the lower threshold value and is consequently marked in red (lighter shade of grey in black-and-white print).
After twelve steps (the first picture of Figure 2) , we see that a number of nodes and edges has now reached the threshold values and has been marked red or blue. In addition, we now see that the values of F and L have been constant for the last five iterations. Again, this is a definition of convergence that can be set by the user. In this particular example, we defined no change for five iterations as convergence which is marked by setting the respective vertex or edge in bolded lines.
After twenty-one iterations (the final picture), all vertices and edges have reached that status and are marked in bolded lines.
Conclusion
In § 2, we have presented an abstract framework for a revision semantics with forward flow of belief. The abstract framework has to be made concrete by the choice of evaluation functions Ψ x . Whether a given choice of function is appropriate, i.e., conforms with our intuitions about human belief formation, is an empirical question. This empirical question can and should be tested with many examples; for these tests, we provided the Assertion Network Toolkit in § 4. In § 3, we have provided one rather natural specification of the abstract framework and have discussed how it behaves for our given example.
The most natural task for the future is the experimental project of testing various natural choices of transition functions (including the one given in § 3) in many examples to investigate their behaviour. These experiments will also include a closer investigation of the effects of independent evidence. On the more mathematical side, there is the logical task of investigating the logic of our semantics: after fixing transition functions and a notion of validity (e.g., H(v) > 0.75 or H(v) = +1.0), what are the validities exhibited by our semantics? The broadest project is the comparative project of connecting our approach to the other models involving graphs and belief (e.g., belief nets). Can one of the models be obtained as a special case of the other (as in Theorem 2)?
